
EARTH DAY WRITING ACTIVITIES FOR ELEMENTARY STUDENTS

With these Earth Day writing activities students will connect writing with environmental concerns. Use these worksheets
on April 22nd! Earth Day provides.

This group of students convinced decision-makers to ban plastic bags in their town after they realized the
negative impact the bags have on the ocean and sea life. The video also explains how much CO2 those
activities contribute to the atmosphere. She has worked with nonprofits for the past 10 years and currently
focuses on working with environmental organizations. The Energy Lab 6â€”12 In this interactive research
challenge designed by NOVA, students design their own renewable energy systems for different cities across
the United States. Team Marine 4â€”8 Students learn they have the power to influence change in their
community after watching this video about Team Marine. This is a great way to incorporate an art project with
a writing prompt. Here are a few examples: Integrate art projects Art projects are fun way to add a hands-on
activity to a lesson about Earth Day. Eventually, they may be able to present their lessons and research at a
local conference, like these students from Two Rivers Magnet Middle School in East Hartford, Conn. This
post was created in collaboration with A. If you want to incorporate activities on recycling in your Earth Day
lesson plan, be sure to check out these reduce, reuse, recycle lesson plan ideas for every subject. Then give
each student, pair of students, or group of students however you decide to organize your students two bags â€”
one bag for trash that cannot be recycled and one bag for items that can be recycled. How will you celebrate
Earth Day and help students make a difference year-round? In this STEAM video, students learn how
engineers are researching ways to use electric vehicles to feed power back to the electric grid. Here are my
go-to Earth Day read alouds these are Amazon affiliate links, if you wish to purchase through the links
provided : The Tree Lady by Hopkins and McElmurry Both of these read alouds focus on one person and the
impact that person had on the environment. Putting together a video or presentation also helps them internalize
the material â€” they need to understand it before they can explain it to others. What meaningful Earth Day
activities do you do with your students? Plant a tree The Earth Day Network has a goal of planting 7. It lets
students manage a plot of farmland. I have my students wear gloves because you never know how yucky some
of the trash is. Young students can, and do, make a big difference. The lesson includes videos and discussions
about visiting a recycling plant and making recycled paper. Click here to download the printables I use both of
these Earth Day read alouds for free. Share the Knowledge! This video includes historical photos of the first
Earth Day that show the beginning of the U. This will help keep the heat out on hot days and the heat in on
cold days. Let us know in the comments! This is an opportunity for your students to help raise awareness
about this problem within our school and community. These are great read alouds for getting the students
thinking about what impact they can have in their own community. The math centers review sills such as
adding and subtracting fractions, multiplying and dividing fractions, word problems with fractions, and more!
Since there are so many resources about recycling already available, we will explore a few different kinds of
activities you could add to your lesson plan. It can be much easier to prevent pollution than to remedy it later.
Another option is to give them one bag and have them sort the trash once they return to the classroom, but I
like the handling of the trash to be kept to a minimum. Earth Day Activity 2: Clean Up the Playground
Materials: Two trash bags per student or per group of students Gloves â€” one pair per student Directions:
Review what can and cannot be recycled with the students. Search over , resources in PBS Learning Media to
find exactly what you need for your classroom. Have students think about what they can do at school and at
home to help the environment and how they can encourage others to change their habits. Earth Day is about
raising awareness about the importance of protecting our planet and taking action. The pictures on the front of
the flaps will help them brainstorm ways to be more Earth-friendly at home. As an educator, you have the
opportunity to spark a passion in students that will drive them to do their part to take care of the Earth. The
first Earth Day came about after a U. Students can experience the effects of pollution on a small scale in the
classroom. She is based in Minneapolis, MN. To continue the Earth Day theme in math class while also
reviewing those pesky fraction skills , I created Earth Day-themed fraction math centers for my students to
complete. These inspiring examples of young environmentalists is a great place to start, and there are many
more young people doing great work.


